The Production of Hrönir: Albanian Socialist Realism and After

In 1941, Jorge Luis Borges published the short story “Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius” in the Argentinian literary magazine *Sur*. It outlines a world of unknown origin, “whose language and those things derived from their language […] presuppose idealism.” This world “is not an amalgam of objects in space; it is a heterogenous series of independent acts – the world is successive, temporal, but not spatial.” In a world in which *esse est percipi*, to be is to be perceived, objects acquire a questionable status. In fact, they cannot be expressed owing to a total absence of any nouns. Perceiving, thinking, or even hoping for or dreaming of an object is what constitutes its precarious “existence” – a word that becomes dubious itself – as “reality” constituted of objectively observable fact breaks down. “Things duplicate themselves on Tlön; they also tend to grow vague or ‘sketchy,’ and to lose detail when they begin to be forgotten. […] Sometimes a few birds, a horse, have saved the ruins of an amphitheater.”

The name of this world is...
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Tlön, and Borges slowly reconstructs it through a narrative maze littered with plagiarized encyclopedias and secret societies.

Even though the metaphysics or linguistics of this world may be far beyond what we would deem acceptable, there is an important aspect of Tlönian civil life that fails to be mentioned by Borges. Perhaps as a writer of texts that often tend to erase and obscure, to “forget” the borders between fiction and non-fiction, truth and speculation, he was more aware than anyone that, if anything, the visual arts produced on Tlön might not show such a stark contrast with those of Earth. His short overview of Tlönian literature confirms this. The denial of authorship, the absence of a concept of plagiarism, books that contain their own contradiction, poems consisting of a single word – all of these should be no surprise to the average reader of late-twentieth-century literature and philosophy. In fact, we may perversely appropriate Derrida’s dictum-turned-cliché “there is no outside-text” as a perfectly acceptable Tlönian point of view, that is, if they were able to understand spatio-temporally determined words such as “there,” “is,” and “outside.”

If we were to imagine Tlönian visual art, its difference with contemporary visual art, in which both authors and grand narratives have died multiple deaths, would be practically indiscernible. Perhaps this is precisely why Borges does not engage in any speculation on this subject. Yet he does make several observations on archeology, which place it in remarkable proximity to certain visual and monumental practices and may therefore perhaps serve as our provisional point of departure. In of those passages on Tlönian archeology he describes the seemingly outlandish idea of the hrön (pl. hrönir).

Century upon century of idealism could hardly have failed to influence reality. In the most ancient regions of Tlön one may, not infrequently, observe the duplication of lost objects: Two persons are looking for a pencil; the first person finds it, but says nothing; the second finds a second pencil, no less real, but more in keeping with his expectations. These secondary objects are called hrönir. […] Sometime stranger and purer than any hrön is the ur – the things produced by suggestion, the object brought forth by hope.
Even though socialist realist art from the twentieth century is often discussed under a single heading, there are considerable differences in style and content between national variants, indeed, at least as many differences as there were between the “communist” regimes in Eastern Europe. These differences are not only dependent on the national art-historical context, such as the prior existence of avant-garde movements or local modernisms, but also on political, social, and historical factors. Moreover, we should be aware of the fact that the narrative of “socialist realism” itself assumes a coherency that is much more the result of the Western gaze than of a presumed communication or artistic cross-fertilization between the different nations of the Eastern Bloc that would make it a true “style.” Nonetheless, there has been a steady growth of art-historical literature theorizing socialist realism, although the focus remains mainly on its development in the Soviet Union. Also the “other” sides of cultural production in the Eastern Bloc have been increasingly receiving attention, starting initially with the discovery of the historical Russian avant-garde in the wake of Western European left-wing uprisings in the 1960s, and more recently broadening up to include the local underground movements that developed independently in different Eastern European countries, as well as the steady incorporation of “emerging” artists from the region into the global art market, as long as they largely conform to Western artistic narratives.

Deprived of any historical avant-garde that would anchor underground artistic activity or any post-communist “return” to a “lost” modernist tradition, Albania, locked off on all sides by mountains, lakes, and sea, only fits uncomfortably in the dual narrative of Stalinist socialist realism and avant-garde subcultures in the rest of the Eastern Bloc. After cutting ties with Tito’s Yugoslavia in 1948 and deteriorating relations with the Soviet Union after Stalin’s death in 1953, culminating in Enver Hoxha’s denunciation of Khrushchev in 1961, Albania became fully isolated from the Eastern Bloc and the rest of world, first relying on Maoist China, and later only on itself. So if there had been
any initial influence from the Soviet Union on the development of social realist art in Albania, it was swiftly left to its own devices.\textsuperscript{13}

Faced with this art-historical conundrum in which existing narratives seem to collapse, I propose two related approaches, one maybe more orthodox than the other. The first one is to inspect certain fragments of Albanian art-theoretical discourse that are pertinent to the form and content of socialist realism in Albania. This inspection can only be cursory and incomplete, but at least allows us to listen to voices underrepresented in the current art-historical discourse of Eastern Europe. The second one is to consider the work of an artist whose oeuvre, I would argue, hinges on a thorough reinterpretation of the Albanian socialist realist heritage, offering neither a Groysian paradigm of the (failed) continuation of the avant-garde, nor a Greenbergian dismissal of kitsch.\textsuperscript{14}

Let us attempt a first approach, an inspection of Albanian art-theoretical discourse from the period of the Cultural and Ideological Revolution in the second half of the 1960s, which for the first time saw a theoretical elaboration of Albanian socialist realism,\textsuperscript{15} while at the same time “establishing continuity between Hoxha’s regime and the heroes of Albanian history.”\textsuperscript{16} The fact that Hoxha added “Ideological” to the concept of the Cultural Revolution borrowed from Mao Zedong should here attune us to an all-pervasive aspect of Albanian socialist realism: that ideology, being ever “further revolutionized,” prevents any naive, authentic, pre-ideological reality from being distinguished or perceived.\textsuperscript{17}

Through several fragments from the writings related to art of party leader Enver Hoxha collected in \textit{Mbi letërsinë dhe artin} (On Literature and Art),\textsuperscript{18} we may be able to reconstruct this Stalinist conceptualization of Albanian socialist realism. In his speech to the 5th Congress of the Albanian Labor Party on November 1, 1966, Hoxha announces the Cultural and Ideological Revolution with the statement that “the further revolutionization of the life of the country cannot be understood without the development and deepening of the ideological and cultural revolution,”\textsuperscript{19} he formulates the role of socialist realist art as follows, characteristically in two breathtaking sentences\textsuperscript{20}: 
The Party puts forward the duty that literature and the arts become a powerful weapon in the hands of the Party for the education of the workers in the front lines of the struggle to educate an ideologically and morally pure youth, that all artistic creativity have a high ideological level, be driven by the martial, revolutionary spirit of the Party as well as by a healthy national spirit. The Party demands that literature and the arts more broadly reflect the struggle, work, and life of the worker-people, its ideals and aspirations, its noble feelings, its heroic character, its simplicity and majesty, its revolutionary force, that they truthfully and in its own revolutionary development reflect our reality and current situation, that at the center of creativity be placed the heroes of our time: workers, villagers, soldiers, people’s intellectuals and revolutionary cadres, young people, educated by the Party, those who with dedication and heroism work and struggle for the building of socialism, for the defense and for the flourishing of the socialist fatherland, that the artistic and cultural institutions are at any time guided by the ideo-political demands of the Party, that they fight and unmask bourgeois ideology, with the aim of exerting a revolutionary educational influence on the masses, and that they be of the people and for the people.21

There is much here to unpack – a laborious task that is beyond pur-view of this text –, but what springs into view first of all is that art is conceived as a tool of ideological education: it should “educate an ideologically and morally pure youth” and exert “a revolutionary educational influence on the masses.” This is also what curator Edi Muka points out when he speaks of Albanian socialist realism as “an art of profound educational character that was required to translate the ethics of communism into artistic form.”22 Second, we may note that art itself is, on the one hand, supposed to have “a high ideological level,” but, on the other, ought to “truthfully […] reflect our reality and current situation,” in all of this “guided by the ideo-political demands of the Party.” Although art historian Raino Isto rightly suggests that socialist realism ought to be considered a “strategy adopted by a par-
icular group (in this case the Albanian Communist Party) to achieve specific ideological goals,” something happens in the consolidation between the seemingly contradictory demands of being highly ideologically charged and the demand to truthfully reflect reality. A few paragraphs further, Hoxha elaborates on this point.

Socialist realism is the faithful reflection of the socialist life that we are building in all its aspects, of the enormous material transformations at revolutionary tempo happening to our country, our society, our people based on Marxist–Leninist theory and on the masses of decisions elaborated by our Party. But this socialist realism is no way presented in static, solid forms; it boils, is in permanent and constant development through the struggle of opposites, through class struggle, through the struggle of the new against the old: This socialist realism, presented and understood in this way, is related to the present and with the perspective. The present prepares the future and it doesn’t prepare this future through dreams and unreal imaginations, but through scientific, materialist predictions, directed by laws that are uncovered, which scientifically help to uncover the new.

So it seems that the “faithful reflection of socialist life” can only be accomplished successfully by a socialist realism that “boils” from the “struggle between opposites,” between the reality of the current situation and the ideological demands of the Party. Thus it is in a “constant development,” which, while relating to the present and preparing the future does so not “through dreams and unreal imaginations,” but through a process akin to the logic of scientific discovery. In other words, socialist realism forecasts the future in a manner akin to scientific methodology, offering a “realistic” perspective on the future in the present. Socialist realist art is summoned to bring out the ideological truth of the present (in both a subjective and objective sense), preparing for the future of its actual realization. Thus, the reality depicted in socialist realism is “more real” than any naturalism could achieve, because it “scientifically” filters out the new from the old. Nevertheless,
this artistic process can sometimes fail; not each work will turn out as “successful” as the other. In fact, in a remarkable passage, Hoxha suggests that this is because any art “reflects reality flame by flame, will be created from the void,” therefore always risking failure:

If our socialist realist literary-artistic creativity does not duly correspond to the current situation, has not been fully placed in the frontline of the struggle of the Party and worker-masses for the uninterrupted deepening of the revolution, that doesn’t mean that it has left the ranks of that struggle and needs to be put aside, because each new work that will represent reality flame by flame, will be created from the void.25

Reality here is precisely the ever “further revolutionization of the life of the country,” the intense fire of the building of socialism, consuming the old and making way for the new, or, as slavicist Petre Petrov put it inversely, “socialism is the kind of reality that has realization as its constitutive principle.”26 The effects of Hoxha’s discourse on socialist realist art theory and criticism are perplexing, as we gather from the following important passage by Andon Kuqali, one of the leading Albanian art critics of the time, following on a discussion of the concept of the “truth” of the work of art during the “Plenum of Criticism” in 1972:

The creation of the artistic figure as a meaningful and generalizing figure [...] is a duty with a great ideological responsibility, with is linked to the passage into metaphor, with figurative comparisons, with symbols. These constitute the highest level of artistic realism.27

Here we find the synthesis of reality and ideology: metaphoricity, figuration, symbolism are the highest form of realism, or, as Isto has succinctly formulated it: “when one looks at ‘the reality of socialist life’ in socialist realism, one is looking not just at a metaphor for reality, but reality as metaphorical.”28 The frantic process, in which art boils over from the incessant attempts to capture the flames of reality, even
seems to affect language itself, ever creating new words to represent the present. When we move from the demand “that all artistic creativity have a high ideological level [nivel të lartë ideologjik],”\textsuperscript{29} to the phrase “[i]n the majority of our literary-artistic creativity, which is characterized by its high artistic level and level of ideas [nga nivel i lartë ideor e artistik], our new man finds himself,”\textsuperscript{30} and finally to the qualification “a very high ideo-artistic level [me nivel shumë të lartë ideoartistik],”\textsuperscript{31} we are witness to an adjectivic merger, a grammaticalization, where art and ideology are compressed together in the neologism “ideo-artistic”\textsuperscript{32} that captures the essence, if there were such a thing, of Albanian socialist realism. Borges speaks of a language on the northern hemisphere of Tlön that only consists of adjectives. This could have been one.

In an anachronistic postscript to his story, postdated to 1947, Borges describes the “Tlönification” of the world after the discovery – perhaps we are already here dealing with a hrön – of the complete set of forty volumes of The First Encyclopaedia of Tlön:

Almost immediately, reality “caved in” at more than one point. The truth is, it wanted to cave in. Ten years ago, any symmetry, any system with an appearance of order – dialectical materialism, anti-Semitism, Nazism – could spellbind and hypnotize mankind. How could the world not fall under the sway of Tlön, how could it not yield to the vast and minutely detailed evidence of an ordered planet? […] Numismatics, pharmacology, and archaeology have been reformed. I understand that biology and mathematics are also awaiting their next avatar… […] If my projections are correct, a hundred years from now someone will discover the hundred volumes of The Second Encyclopaedia of Tlön.”\textsuperscript{33}

The parallel drawn here between Tlön and totalitarian world views should not surprise us, and we could argue that its influence on cer-
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tain types of artistic and cultural production has in fact been quite extensive, and not only as regards the hypotheses of Albanian socialist realist art that we have attempted to excavate from the dirt of history. For what, we should ask, are the grave mounds of the Illyrian tribes that were the “first” to inhabit the Balkan peninsula other than hröör “found” by the eager Albanian archeologists of the socialist period? And what about national hero Skënderbeg, who seems be uncovered in each of the Western Balkan countries with a fresh ideologically inflected heritage. For as Borges suggests, “[t]he systematic production of hröör […] has been of invaluable aid to archaeologists, making it possible not only to interrogate but even to modify the past, which is now no less plastic, no less malleable than the future.” The language of Albanian socialist realism, as I have suggested above, is fully consistent with the Tlönian world view, and therefore the hrön-like aspects of its visual and monumental art production should not surprise us. Nor should we be held back by a supposedly clearly demarcated distinction between fact and fiction. If anything, this is an opposition that is irrelevant to Albanian socialist realism as much as it is inexpressible on Tlön.

Although the suggestion that the entirety of the country succumbed to this extreme form of idealism may be exaggerated, it must be admitted that the ideology that infused and nourished Albanian socialist realism in the years leading up to Hoxha’s death not only resulted in these types of retroactive depictions of a genealogy of nationalist heroes and their artifacts up to Illyrian times, it also entailed the retroactive and collective erasure of the depiction of anyone fallen out of political grace – and there were many. As historian Elidor Mëhilli suggests, “History unfolded not only in the spaces of tomorrow but also in the blank spaces of the past – waiting to be partially erased, rearranged, rewritten.” In 1981, the entire nation grabbed their pens and erased Mehmet Shehu from every single publication in perhaps one of the most definitive gestures of socialist realism. Once again, esse est percipi.
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It is in response to these continuous attempts of the Albanian socialist state to produce hrönir and elevate the symbol to the highest level of reality that we should interpret the artistic work of Armando Lulaj, which, now that the socialist project has been prematurely aborted, has perfected the laborious process of unearthing or fabricating them – the difference is impossible to make. All the artifacts that populate his work have a vague and sketchy quality, overgrown with weeds, forgotten in museums, lost in time and space with hardly a single photograph or archival document to prove their existence. In fact, Lulaj himself often has to “produce” the documentation necessary for these artifacts to exist in the eye of political and artistic bureaucracies alike, and sometimes even has to resort to copying a hrön so that it may exist: The skeleton of the cachalot in It Wears as It Grows, of which copy was carried around the streets in Tirana, but whose existence inside the Natural History Museum is only supported by the single archival indication “whale skeleton”; in NEVER, the inscription “ENVER,” overgrown by weeds and with no remaining photograph in the national archives, only lingering in the memory of a handful of villagers; an American military plane in Recapitulation, rusting outside the castle walls of Gjirokastër, which has been seemingly erased from our archives and documentation of which is practically inaccessible due to opaque references to “diplomatic sensitivity.” Even one of the few depictions of planes in Albanian art and important contextual element in Recapitulation Spiro Kristo’s painting Flying Day (The Pilots of Division 7594, Rinas), was without archival file, belonging to a long-forgotten owner, orphaned on the walls of the National Gallery of Arts. Objects, copies, photographs, documentation, all of them hang together through a handful of eye-witnesses.

In precisely this sense, the oeuvre of Armando Lulaj is a coherent and rigorous contemporary response to Albanian socialist realist cultural production, both in terms of artistic and archeological artifacts, not mired by shame or false modesty about its supposedly art historical irrelevance. In fact, it seems to be the result of what is nothing but a thoroughly emancipatory gesture, in which Albanian socialist realism is recast as the consummation of conceptual art. If we abandon
the outdated model of the artist as author, and no longer view the socialist artistic production in Albania from the perspective of single, individual artists, but rather as an ideologically driven machinery that encompasses an entire conceptual chain ranging from the Central Committee down to the artist in his studio, the actual production process of art works from socialist realist runs entirely parallel to that of conceptual art.

As Sol LeWitt famously stated in 1967, “When an artist uses a conceptual form of art, it means that all the planning and decisions are made beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes a machine that makes the art.” This indeed comes very close to Hoxha’s conception of socialist realist art, working from scientific predictions and like a Turing machine representing reality “flame by flame.” In fact, it is precisely his ideas on socialist realist art that “produce” it in the exact same way that socialist realist art produces reality. Conceptual, as adjective, is here a synonym for “ideo-artistic.” The institutional and bureaucratic aspects of socialist realist art production – the plenums, debates, organizations, material allocations, work plans, etc. – follow naturally, in the same way that many conceptual artists imposed strict regulations on their own modes of productivity. And whereas the latter ventured to strip themselves of any authorship, the former’s authorship was diffused through the many collaborative efforts and removed through the bureaucratic apparatus. In this sense, the “death of the author” promulgated through various theoretical circuits in the West was still very modest compared to his death in Albanian art, in the sense the Western-style authorial death was self-imposed and moreover allowed for an enormous authorial output about this death itself; those who claimed his death definitely did not renounce their own authorship. This imposed death – may we say murder – of the author under socialist realism at the same time accounts for the fact that by far the majority of artists active under socialist realism have been unable to “regain” their authorial voice and style after 1990, mostly lapsing into a seemingly desire-driven, sensuous form of semi-abstraction.

The work of Armando Lulaj traces the few remaining pieces of
evidence of this murder. Dealing with objects whose authorship and ownership is contested or unknown, he makes them his own, although he never adopts the language of authorship himself. The texts that accompany his films are always slightly condensed historical narratives without any specific authorial quality, sketching out the minimal framework for the viewer the gain access to the work. The filmic images, interspersed with archival footage, suggest a performative catalogue of archeological gestures and actions – reconstruction, measuring, displacement – without clearly establishing objects and objectives. His work thus appropriates and affirms the vagueness of the hrönir that are its quasi-objects as the only truthful way to deal with them and their ideologically charged past, articulating itself in an artistic language of mere adjectives.
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